


CABLES



CABLES
Safety, Good Appearance, Submarine crossing
(OH line-Inductance is more predominant
UG cables-capacitance is more predominant)
Insulating materials:
Vulcanized rubber,  Impregnated paper,  Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), 
Cross linked polythene XLPE
Properties of Insulating material:
High Insulation resistance
High Dielectric strength
Good mech properties
Low relative permitivity
Free from moisture
Non inflammable
Reasonably long life



Classifications:
Based on voltage

Low tension   less than 1 kV
High tension  less than 11kV
Super HT     22 -33 kV
Extra HT      33-132kV
Extra super voltage cables    beyond 132kV

Construction wise:  
Belted cables  less than 11kV
Screened cables  22- 66kV :

H type cable (designed by Hochstadter)
SL type (Separate Lead)
HSL type   

Pressure cables   beyond 66kV:
Oil filled cables
Gas pressure cables
















A single core cable consists of stranded conductors 
twisted together and housed in a PVC covering. It 
comes as a 6 mm sq. single core, colour coded green 
and yellow, and is used for supplementary earth 
bonding.

Single Core Cables




 In 2 Core cable, one conductor acts as a face and 

another acts as natural conductors, both the 
conductors have equal cross sectional area.

 It is used in telephone service and to connect 
computer devices

2 Core Cable




 In 3 Core cable all the conductors have equal cross 

sectional area. 3 strands carry R,Y & B phase 
respectively

 It is used as a Neutral wire.

3 Core Cable




 3conductors are having the same cross sectional area 

& are used for 3 different phase. Therefore this 
conductor is treated as half conductor and hence the 
name is 3.5 core cable.

 It is used to carry the Neutral Current.

3.5 Core Cable




 In case of unbalanced load some neutral current 

exists. Therefore in some cases 4 core cable is 
proffered.

 It is used for lighting, load distribution & 
applications where unbalanced loading conditions 
occur frequently.

4 Core Cable




 It consists of one or two layers of galvanized steel 

wire or steel tap.

 It is used protection against mechanical injury.

Armoured Cables




Constructions of unarmoured cables are same as that 

armoured cables expect that Unarmoured cables are 
not provided with armouring.

Unarmoured cables also consists of all parts such as 
insulation metallic sheath, bedding & serving.

Unarmoured Cables



➢ Construction of underground cable

(i) Cores or Conductors : A cable may have one or more than one core (conductor) depending
upon the type of service for which it is intended. For instance, the 3-conductor cable shown
in Fig.  is used for 3-phase service. The conductors are made of tinned copper or aluminium
and are usually stranded in order to provide flexibility to the cable.

(ii) Insulatian : Each core or conductor is provided with a suitable thickness of insulation, the
thickness of layer depending upon the voltage to be withstood by the cable. The commonly
used materials for insulation are impregnated paper, varnished cambric or rubber mineral
compound.



(iii) Metallic sheath: In order to protect the cable from moisture, gases or other damaging liquid
(acids or alkalies) in the soil and atmosphere, a metallic sheath of lead or aluminium is provided
over the insulation as shown in fig.

(iv) Bedding: Over the metallic
sheath is applied a layer of bedding which consists of a fibrous material like jute or hessian
tape. The purpose of bedding is to
protect the metallic sheath against corrosion and from
mechanical injury due to armouring.

(v) Armourin: Ogver the bedding, armouring is provided which consists of one or two layers of
galvanised steel wire or steel tape. Its purpose is to protect the cable from mechanical injury
while laying it and during the course of handling. Armouring may not be done in the case of
some cables.

(vi) Serving: In order to protect armouring from atmospheric conditions, a layer of fibrous  
material (like jute) similar to bedding is provided over the armouring. This is known as serving.
It may not be out of place to mention here that bedding, armouring and serving are only applied 
to the cables for the protection of conductor insulationand to protect the metallic sheth.















➢ Grading of Cables

The process of achieving uniform electrostatic stress in the dielectric of cables is known a 
grading of cables.

(i) Capacitance grading

(ii) Intersheath grading

https://circuitglobe.com/grading-of-cable.html
http://www.eeeguide.com/grading-of-cables/

https://circuitglobe.com/grading-of-cable.html


(i) Capacitance grading





➢Capacitance of 3-Core Cables










